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Let G be a separable locally compact group with a discrete cocompact 
subgroup r; let N be a normal subgroup of G, and suppose that rO = r n N 
is cocompact in N. Let p be a finite-dimensional representation of r, and let 
7 = Indr+c p. We investigate the problem of determining the decomposition 
of 7, given the decomposition of the corresponding representation 7O = 
Indr +N (p 1 I”,,) and certain other facts (essentially those used in the “Mackey 
mac&ne”). The last section is devoted to a reciprocity theorem for 7. 
1 
Let G be a separable (= second countable) locally compact group 
containing a discrete subgroup r such that r\G is compact, and let p 
be a finite-dimensional representation of r. We can then form 
Ind r+c p = 7, say, on G; it is known [3, Chap. 1, Section 2.31 that T 
decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations of G, 
each irreducible having finite multiplicity. An interesting problem in 
group representation theory is to determine the multiplicity of these 
representations. 
We shall be concerned here with a special case of this problem. 
Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G and that F n N\N is 
compact. Let F, = F n N, p,, = p 1 I’,, , T,, = Indr,+N p0 . Then T,, 
is a sum of irreducibles of N. Given complete knowledge of how T,, 
decomposes, we shall see what we can say about r. 
One reason for investigating this situation is that the question of 
determining representations of G, given those of N, has been rather 
thoroughly investigated [4]. Thus, we have a good start for the analysis. 
Since we shall use the method described in [4] for getting representa- 
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tions of G from those of N, perhaps a sketch of that procedure is in 
order. Let n be an irreducible representation of N, and let +(x E G) 
be the representation of N given by n”(n) = QT(X~X-I), n E N. (Then 
(+)f’ = ~9.) Now let H = H,, = {x E G : + z n-1. For each x E H, 
we have a unitary operator V, on the Hilbert space XT (where 7~ 
operates) such that n”(n) = v,n(n) Vi’; V, is determined up to 
multiplication by a scalar of modulus 1, and we may let P’, = r(x) 
if x E N. Thus YzVz/ = 01(x, y) V,,, ; we may arrange matters so 
that o(: H x H + T is measurable and ol(n,x, n, y) = oi(x, y) if 
n, , na E N. It is easy to check that (II is a 2-cocycle on H\N (which 
we shall also call a). Varying the choice of V, moves 01 by a 
coboundary. Thus we obtain an element of H’(H/N, T), usually 
called the Mackey obstruction of r. If it is trivial, 7~ extends to a 
representation of H. In general, we need to tensor the projective 
representation V of H with a projective representation K of H\N 
corresponding to the cocycle 01 (i.e., K(Xy) = (Y(x, y) K(X) K(Y)) to 
get an ordinary representation of H. The map K -+ n @ K = x 
gives a 1-I correspondence between the irreducible a-representations 
of H\N and the irreducible representations of H lying over 7r’; these 
latter are the irreducible representations whose restrictions to N are 
multiples of x. Finally, one obtains the irreducible representations 
of G lying over 7~ by taking the h and inducing up to G. 
The irreducibles of G lying over different representations 7~, 7~’ of 
N agree if rrf = + for some x E G and are disjoint otherwise. 
This account has ignored the various measure-theoretic problems 
which arise in general. However, the irreducibles occurring in 7s and 7 
are all CCR [3, Chap. 1, Section 2.21, and in view of [l, Lemma 2.41 
(and Lemma 2.1 of this paper), all the representations occurring in 
our situation satisfy all the regularity properties needed in [4]. In 
particular, 7 1 K is Type I, and, therefore, its direct integral decomposi- 
tion is (essentially) unique. 
The aim of this paper is to attempt to copy this analysis for ~a and T. 
That is, given an irreducible 7~ in ra , define H = H, as above, and 
let r, = H n r. We shall show that I’,\H is compact. Let p1 = p / r1 ; 
we next discuss the problem of determining the representations lying 
above rr in or = Indr,,H p1 . Then we see what happens when we 
induce these representations to G. Section 5 contains an example. 
Finally, Section 6 is devoted to a reciprocity (or duality) theorem which 
is a generalization (of sorts) of one found in [3]. (The proof given 
there, however, seems incomplete. Another generalization, with a 
quite different proof, is found in [5].) 
A similar problem to the main one of this paper is considered in 
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[8], especially pp. 145-147. There, G is the semidirect product of the 
normal Abelian subgroup N by subgroup H, and instead of a discrete 
subgroup r, one considers a subgroup G, of the form 
There is presumably a general result which includes both of these; 
I hope to have more to say about this in a future paper. 
The rest of this section is devoted to notation and other such 
nonsense. We generally continue with the notation already introduced; 
that is, 7~ is an irreducible representation of N, and XV (= % when no 
confusion will result), r, , r,, , pO , pi , p, T,, , pi , and T are as above; 
n*(x) = 7~( yxy-l) and EP = y-lHy. The irreducibles of H lying 
above rr will be denoted by hi, and (si = IndH,c Xi ; we sometimes 
use (T for a typical ai . The Hilbert space on which n, say, lives is 
called 9V or X(r). The operator V, , x E H, are defined as above, and 
the corresponding cocycle (on H or H/N) is cy.; c?, on H”, is given by 
$(x1 , xa) = a( yxr y-l, yxa y-l). If x E G, its coset representative 
in G/N = G is x. If U, , U, are two representations of G, the space of 
intertwining operators is written Hom,( U, , U,), or simply 
Hom( U, , U,). In Sections 5 and 6, we depart somewhat from these 
notations. 
In some parts of this paper, we need to deal with induced projective 
representations. This notion is discussed in [4], but a brief resume 
of the subject may be helpful. Let 01 be a 2-cocycle of G with values in 
the circle group T, and let r be a closed subgroup of G; for 
convenience (since it is all we need), suppose that r\G has a 
G-invariant measure. Then 011 r is a 2-cocycle on r. Let U be a pro- 
jective a-representation of r. The a-representation W of G induced 
from U is defined on the Hilbert space of measurable functions 
f: G -+ H(U) satisfying 
(1) f(r4 = 4~~4 WW (x)), VY E r and x E G; 
(2) h-c Ilf(4ll” dx < co* 
The action of W is defined by 
(3) WWf(Y) = 4Y2 Wf(Y4. 
In case LII is trivial, of course, this definition reduces to the usual one. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that G is separable, r is discrete and cocompact 
in G, that 01 is a 2-cocycle on G, and that V is a jinite-dimensional 
projective wrepresentation of r. Then Ind,, V is a discrete direct 
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sum of irreducible projective a-representations of G, each occurring 
with jinite multiplicity and each CCR. 
Proof. As is noted in [4, Section 21, the theory of projective 
ol-representations of G can be reduced to the study of certain ordinary 
representations of a slightly larger group D. (As a measure space, 
D g G x T, and multiplication is given by 
Similarly, the study of projective a-representations of r is reduced to 
the study of certain representations of a subgroup d of G such that 
d\D g r\G and the connected component of the identity in d is g T 
and is central. The induced a-representation of G from V corresponds 
to the induced representation of D from the corresponding ordinary 
representation from d. Thus the lemma would be an immediate 
consequence of the results already cited in [3, Chap. 1, Sections 2.2, 
2.31, if d were discrete. In fact, because d modulo the connected 
component of the identity is discrete, and because that component 
is central and compact, the same argument as in [3] goes through 
without any trouble. We omit details. 
In fact, to make the procedure in this paper truly inductive, we 
should deal with induced projective representations from r to G. 
The arguments would all work the same way, but the notation would 
be much worse. So, having mentioned this point, we shall drop it. 
In [7], Brezin uses a procedure similar to the one outlined in this 
paper to investigate the case where G is a solvable Lie group and N is 
its nilradical. There are, however, some differences in approach. 
2 
We need first to show that r, is cocompact in H. Fortunately, this 
is not hard. 
LEMMA 2.1. If ?T is an irreducible occurring in TV , aad H = H, = 
{x E G : fl = rr}, r, = r n H, then I’,\H is compact. 
Proof. Spec 7s = (0 E iV : u is a subrepresentation of us} is stable 
under r: if &?? is a space where T,, acts like r, then %n~ = (93 : q(x) = 
f(xy-l) for some f E SW} is a space where T,, acts like +‘. Since H fixes 
r, the representations in a r-orbit of r correspond to the elements 
of H\HI’. As Spec 7O is discrete [2, Theorem 1.81, H\Hr is discrete, 
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and in particular, closed in H\G. Now suppose that r,\H E r\Hr is 
not compact. Then Hr is not closed in G, and so H\Hr is not closed 
in H\G. The result follows. 
Let X, be the largest subspace of Z(T,) where T,, acts like a multiple 
of 7r. Note that the elements of XT (and of X(T,,) may be regarded as 
functions on N, NI’i , or NT, depending on one’s whim. For now, 
we regard them as functions on NT, . 
LEMMA 2.2. Define (h,‘(x)f)( y) = f( yx)for x, y E NT1 andf e X,, . 
Then A,,’ takens X, to itself and defines a representation of NrI . This 
representation decomposes into Jinitely many irreducibles AI’,..., A,’ of 
NT, , and each Ai’ 1 N is the direct sum of $nitely many copies of ~7. 
Proof. Given the fact that n has finite multiplicity in 7s , the lemma 
is obvious once we show that Xz is X’-stable. But if f E X, and n E N, 
then 
&‘(4 ho = f(Y4 = f(Y=-l * 4 = (d%> bY4f>(Y)* 
Thus &,‘(x) interwines the actions of T,, and T?), and so takes X(n) to 
X(7r”) = G-t”(,). 
Giving a general method of computing the X,’ seems to be a nasty 
problem. (This is the major gap in the program outlined in Section 1.) 
We shall give a specific example later. For now, we merely make a 
few obvious remarks. 
(1) As mentioned earlier, hi’ may be written as V @ K~‘, where 
Ki’ is a projective a-representation (CX and V are, of course, both 
restricted to NT,). Each K1’ is finite-dimensional; in particular, 
Pi/J’,, has finite-dimensional projective a-representations. 
(2) If rr has multiplicity 1 in T,, , then &’ is irreducible and 01 is 
necessarily trivial on NT, (though not necessarily on H). In this case, 
the possibilities for h,’ are in l-l correspondence (noncanonically) 
with the l-dimensional representations of r,/r, , and one still has the 
problem of determining exactly which of these is X,‘. 
(3) It would be nice if CII were always trivial on Nr, . Things, 
however, are not so nice. Example 4 of [4, Section 91 is an example of 
a group G which is a semidirect product of a (normal) compact sub- 
group N by a discrete group r such that the Mackey obstruction is 
not always trivial for irreducible representations of N. If we let 
p = trivial representation of r, then T,, = regular representation of N, 
and we obtain a nontrivial 01 for some irreducible in To . 
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3 
We continue with the notations of Section 2. Recall that X, is the 
largest subspace of X(T,,) w h ere 7s acts like a multiple of n, and that 
A,’ is the “natural” representation of NT1 on XT , described at the end 
of Section 2; A, is a discrete direct sum of irreducibles. Let A’ be a 
typical irreducible in this sum, acting on a subspace X of Ym . In 
this section, we determine IndNrl+Hh’. 
Since A’ j N is a finite number of copies of rr, we may regard Y as 
&V @ W”, where W is a certain finite-dimensional vector space. 
Moreover, we know from Mackey’s general theory (see Section 1 of 
[4]) that for each x E H, we have an operator V, = V(X) on 2; such 
that 
(1) V(X) n(n) V(X-l) = rr(xnx-r) for each x E N; 
(2) the V(X) vary measurably; 
(3) WY) = 44 V(Y) f i x E N, and V(e) = I (so that V(X) = 
n-(x) if x E N); 
(4) V(x) V(y) = a(x, y) V(xy), where 01 is a 2-cocycle on H 
(the Mackey obstruction). 
Because of (3), 01 is constant on N-cosets and thus defines a cocycle 
(also to be called a) on H/N. 
Pick a basis (eoi) for W-, and write %” = @y-r Zi, where Xi = 
XV @ Cw, ; then A’ 1 N acts irreducibly (s 7r) on each Zi . Let U, 
(1 < i < n) be a fixed unitary map of X1 onto %i which intertwines 
the actions of N on these spaces; then Uii = U$Uj is a unitary map 
intertwining the action of N on Zj and Xi . Let Pi be the projection 
of X on X6 . Then for each x E Nri , P$‘(x) Pi intertwines the action 
of n on %i with that of &) on %j , and is, therefore, a multiple of 
UjiV(x) on Zi . Let this multiple be sji(X). Then the matrices (((j(X)) 
define operators &x) on W (via the basis mentioned above) satisfying 
h’(x) = Jqx> 0 5(x), xeNr,. 
This equation shows that t does not depend on the decomposition 
of X. It also shows that t(x) = 1 if x E N, since A’ j N is a sum of 
copies of 7~ and V(X) = V(X) f or x E N. Thus 5 defines a map of 
Nl-‘r/N = r,/r,, = rr to the operators on W. t(x) is unitary, since 
h’(x) and V(x) are. Since A’ is an honest representation of I’N, (4) 
implies that [ is a projective a-representation of rr . 
THEOREM 3.1. IndNrl+H A’ = r] @ Indr+ 5. 
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Proof. Note first that 7 is a projective a-l-representation of H and 
IndNrl,n f = K, say, is a projective or-representation of H, so that at 
least both sides give ordinary representations of H. 
Let X, = Ind,,$,, h’. Then X, is a representation acting on a 
certain class of functions # = H 3 24? satisfying #(xy) = h/(x)(+(y)) 
if XE Nr,. Similarly, X(K) is a space of functions f: H -+ V 
satisfying f(yy) = CX(Y, y) &y)f(y) if y E y1 . (There are also L2 
conditions on the functions.) We define a map T: Zr @ Z(K) -+ 3?(X,) 
Tb Of)(Y) = VY)P, Of(Y). 
(Recall that X’ = ZV @ %‘). 
We need to show that T really does map‘z’, @ Z(K) to #(hi), 
that it is an isometry onto, and that it intertwines h, with q @ K. 
For the first of these, choose x E P,N; then 
UXY>(P)> OfbY) = 4% Yww VY)P, 0 4x> Y) Wf(Y) 
= VW 0 W)WYhJ Of(Y)) = ‘\‘bw(Y)e? Of(Y), 
or T(y @ f)(xy) = h’(x) T(p, @f)(y), as desired. 
To check the intertwining property, we calculate again: 
W@) 0 K(X)(V Of)(Y) = VY)( J%w 0 owf>(Y> 
= 4Y, 4 VY+P 0 4Y, +!f(YX) 
= Q+?J Of(Y4 = %J Of)(YX) 
= M4 %J Of)(Y)* 
To see that T is an isometry onto, it helps to look at h, differently. 
Because of transitivity of induction and the fact that h’ is a subrepre- 
sentation induced from p i , h, may be regarded as acting on a certain 
space of functions F: H - WPJ = S(P) ~aWingF(~~) = PWW 
for all y E r, , x E H. In fact, one sees by tracing through the identi- 
fications that &$, consists of those functions F satisfying the above 
equation and the following condition: For any fixed y E H, x +F(xy) 
is a function in X as x varies over NT1 (or, indeed, over N; we know 
about the behavior with respect to r,). 
Now let E be a measurable cross-section for r,,\N z r,\Nr, , 
and let E’ be a measurable cross-section for NI;\H G r,\H. Then 
EE’ is a measurable cross-section for r,\H. A function in Z+ is 
determined by its values on EE’, one in #r by its values on E, and one 
in ZX by its values on E’. The measure used for computing norms is in 
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each case a restriction of Haar measure; thus, T is an isometry. The 
functions y @ xc’,w , where q~ is the restriction to E of a function in X 
and xc’,w (w E W, C’ C E’ measurable) is 0 off C’ and equal to w on C’, 
span a dense family of functions in &i, . If V(y)? is close to V(y& 
on C’ (where y0 E H is fixed), then T( V( y&l CJI @ x~,,~:) is close to 
v 0 Xc’,w * If, therefore, we approximate V(y) on E by a step function 
and divide up E’ accordingly, we see that v @ xe~,w is arbitrarily close 
to Range T. Hence Range T is dense, and the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Ind Nrl+H A,,’ ‘v V @ Ind T,+H (Oi=l CT%), where ti 
runs over the different t’s obtained from the irreducible components of A,,‘. 
If we regard #m as X,?, @ V, then A,’ = (V 1 NT) @Ji 5i , so that 
the & are determined (in principle) from A,‘. Since F is determined by 
the representation in (and is therefore known once we know the details 
of the Mackey machine for G and N), knowing the decomposition of 
the Ind r,+n ti tells us the representations lying over 7~ in T. (The weak 
point in all this is, as noted, that we have no good method of finding 
the 5i). 
4 
We assume now that for a given rr occurring in ~a , we have com- 
puted all the representations in pi lying over rr; that is, we know the 
decomposition of Ind Nrl+H A,’ = A, , say. We assume also that we 
know the decomposition of A,‘. 
Now let 7’ = Indr+Nr p; X, is a subrepresentation of T’ 1 Nrl. 
In fact, it is that piece of 7’ which acts like a multiple of r on N. 
Let A = A, : %(A,‘) -+ A?(T’) be the obvious inclusion. Let 
u1 = In&r+ A,‘, and define B = B, : *(al) --+ Z?(T) as follows: 
if F has compact support on NF1 + G, set 
(here we regard Q- as induced from 7’). 
The terms in the sum are well-defined; if yi E r, , then 
~‘vr3 4ew&J) = +T > +> ~~,‘(~o’h) w4 = w Aa4 
because of the intertwining property of A. (This construction is the 
same, essentially, as that found in [l]). 
THEOREM 4.1. B is bounded and is (up to a nonzero constant) an 
isometry in Hom(a, , T). 
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Proof. This is a slight modification of [I, Theorem 3.31; the argu- 
ment given there to justify using Fubini’s theorem applies to what 
follows here, too. We compute 11 BF 112. 
II BF II2 = j C 1 +‘b?) OF, T’(Y?) ~4F(y24) dx 
r\G ~g~\r v,-=r,\r 
= s c <AF(w), T’(KY? ) WY~Y?W)) dx. r\G Yl.Y% 
Fix y1 ; as y2 runs through r,\r, so does r2& = ya . Hence, the 
last expression is 
If ya $ I’, , then 
= s s Nr \G r~\Nr (4~4, ~‘(‘y&~~%‘,Yx) dr dx 1 1 
= s s Nrl\G ro\N G@(Yx)> +‘s)-l~%‘sYx) dr dx. 
By the same argument as in [l, Lemma 3.11, 
s ro\N GWyx), +‘s)-l~F(~,Yx) 4 
= 
f r,,\N 
W,‘(Y)W~ T’(Y3>-1dho’(YsYY~1)F(Y3~)) dr = 0. 
(Briefly, the map T: Z&‘(V) -+ Z@(T) defined by 
intertwines A,’ 1 N and (X0’)y3 1N, and we know that A,’ 1 N is a 
multiple of r, (&‘)yS 1 N is a multiple of ~~3, and Hom(n, 7~3) = 0 if 
Y3 6 rd. 
Thus all the terms in the sum except one give 0. 
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For the remaining term, we may let ys = e; then 
II BF II2 =jr 1 \G W4, A@)) dx 
= c II AF II23 
where c = measure of r,\Nrr = r,,\N. (Note that 
MYX) = Ab’W’(4 = G9 AW). 
Thus, B is essentially an isometry; it is easy to see that B E Hom(a, , T), 
since both D and T operate by right translation. The theorem follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B, be the operator constructed as in Theorem 4.1, 
but from A, = A,, (corresponding to the representation + instead of 
n). Then B, = B, if y and z are in the same H\G/r double coset; 
otherwise, B, and B, have orthogonal ranges. If u is any representation 
of G lying over rr, then all copies of u contained in r are contained in 
0 ysH\Gb Range B, . 
Proof. Ifs = hy,hEH,then+r?re,A, = A,,andsoB,=B,. 
If x = yy, y E r, let All’, A,’ be the subrepresentations of r’ where N 
acts like ~9, #, respectively. Then T’(Y)-’ maps %(A,‘) to A@(&‘). So 
if we regard Ar,’ and A,’ as living on the same space X0 , and regard 
A,’ as (&‘)y, then A, and A, are related via A, = #(7)-l A, ; it is 
now easy to check that B, = B, . If x and y are in different H\G/r- 
double cosets, then AU’ and XL, (y E r) are always disjoint (even when 
restricted to N), and the same argument as in Theorem 5.1 shows 
that (BP, B& = 0 for all F, G. 
The last part of the theorem is the hard part; we need to look more 
carefully at the operator B, . For convenience, let y = e. Let TN 
be the restriction of 7 to N, and let C be a measurable cross section of 
G/NT. Theorem 4.5 of [4] says that TN = SC TV” = (+)N. We may 
realize this direct integral concretely. Think of T as induced from T’; 
then T operates on a space of functions f: G ---f X(G); if w E N, 
hdWlf(~) = f&4 = f( xwx-lx) = T&wx-‘)f(x) = To*(w)f(x). 
That is, evaluation of the functions in S(T) at x gives a space where 
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the action of N is r T,,“. Thus, Z’(T~) may be regarded as JF X, , 
where X, G A?(Ts), and rN 0 Jz T,,” dx. 
Next, let p be the result of inducing A, to Nrl, and let ,u~ = p 1 N. 
Then (TV = IndNr+c CL, and, if ui,,, = ai 1 N, then (exactly as above) 
‘%N = 
s 
” bN)z dx, #(ulpN) = j @ X,l dx, X = space for fan (C &(T~)). 
C 
Now define the map A, E Hom,,l(p, pJ by 
4.f = 1 w-14fw* 
VW,\r 
Theorem 4.1 says that A, is well defined and (essentially) an isometry; 
because range A = %‘(A,‘), one can check easily that range 
A, = @,,sr,,r (~(h,,‘)y). Moreover, A, E HomN (pN, T,,), and so 
A, : X -+ X’. Let A,“: X,---t X,’ be the corresponding map for 
X, , Xz’ (which are canonically isomorphic to X, %‘). Then B = 
JF A, dx. Thus Range B d 
(Range B)l = J$ $2 d 
ecomposes according to the direct integral: 
x, where the action of TV” on yO” is disjoint 
from all the TF. ([l, Th eorem 3.41 has a similar argument.) 
Repeat this process for each H\G/r-double coset, splitting off 
each Range B, . We are left with a complementary subspace Jz $, dx, 
where the action of TV” on yz is disjoint from every #. Since Range B, 
is T-invariant, y, the restriction of T to JF $, dx is a representation of 
G (which we call T-). We know that T* 1 N has a direct integral 
decomposition in which the G-orbit of 7~ gets measure 0. Now let u 
lie over 7rr and let A E Hom(u, T). Write T = T* @ TV , and let P-, Pz 
be the corresponding projections, so that A = PNA + P,A. If 
P-A # 0, then 7N contains a copy of u, and we know that the direct 
integral decomposition of u is concentrated in the G-orbit of 7~. 
Because of the uniqueness of direct integral decompositions for 
Type I ‘representations, TN therefore cannot contain a copy of u. So 
P-A = 0, A = P,A, and thus, Range A C @ Range B, , as desired. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u be a representation of G lying over rr induced 
from ui on H. Then Hom(u, T) s @yeH,Glr HomHv (CQ, TRY), where 
the sum is over all y such that rru appears in T,, , HY = y-lHy, and 
7 1/ = IndmHv,Hu (p 1 Hg n IJ. 
Proof. Theorem 4.2 says that 
Hom(o, T) = @ Hom(o, T I Range B,). 
YW\GIr 
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Furthermore, Be gives an equivalence between 
and Range Be . As h, / N is a multiple of rr, the only subrepresentations 
of X1 which can induce to give u are those which are g ur ; also, the 
complement of /\i j N in or ) N is disjoint from U. Hence, 
Hom,(o, T 1 Range B,) E HomH(o, hi) = Hom,(u, , 7J. 
A similar argument applies to each B, (with respect to HU); the 
theorem follows. 
Note that the sum in Theorem 4.3 may be over a nonmeasurable 
set. In fact, it cannot be too bad. First of all, if ~2 appears in T,, , then 
its stabilizer Hv intersects r cocompactly. This puts a “rationality” 
condition on y. Secondly, we know that the multiplicity of u in r is 
finite; thus, the sum is finite. 
If we know the decomposition of h, into irreducibles, we can (in 
principle) find the irreducible pieces N ol, and thus the pieces of 
Ind,,, h, which are N a. By applying B to these, we can find the 
actual intertwining operators in Horn 1 u, T). 
There is another way of writing the result of Theorem 4.3. Recall 
that we have a projective &-representation 7 of Horn 2,. ; 7 is not 
uniquely defined, since it depends on the choice of cocycle 01 (a can 
change by 01 coboundary), and since we can multiply 7 by any l- 
dimensional representation of H/N. Fix a particular 7. Then there is a 
natural choice for the extension of # to Hg C y-lHy, namely v”(x) = 
~(yxy-1). The representations of H lying above n now correspond to 
the projective a-representations of H/N via 7 @ K~ w K~. If the 
representation u of Theorem 4.3 is induced from ui = 77 @ K~ , then 
where Ku is the projective aY-representation in Hg/N induced from 5” 
in (P n Hu) N/N (p is defined like [ in Section 3, but for Hy), and 
the sum is really over ally such that n-g appears in T,, . 
In this form, it is clear that the multiplicity depends on knowing 
(a) which + appear in TO; 
(b) how the +J-space of 7. decomposes under the action of 
l-n Hg; 
(c) how the induced projective representations of the “little 
groups” decompose. 
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We now give an example to show the results of the preceding 
sections can actually be used to compute multiplicities. Let N be the 
Heisenberg group, or the group of all triples (x, y, z) E R3, with 
multiplication given by 
(Xl 9 Yl , a% T Yz 3 4 = 6% + x2 7 Yl + Y2 > 22 + XlY2h 
let K be the circle group, and let G be the semidirect product of N by 
K, where the action of eie E K on N is to take (x, y, JZ) to 
(x cos B - y sin 0, y cos 0 + x sin 8, z - x sin2 fl + (x2 - y”) sin 8 cos 0). 
This action looks more natural on the Lie algebra level. The Lie 
algebra Jlr of N consists of all triples (X, Y, 2) c R3, with 
v-1, Yl , -G)> (X2 > y, 9 Z2)l = P,OT XIY2 - X2Yd; 
let 0 generate the Lie algebra of K, and the Lie algebra of G also 
has [O, (X, Y, Z)] = (-Y, X, 0). Thus the Lie algebra of G is the 
oscillator algebra. 
Let F, = integer points of N, and let r be generated by r,, and 
eiai2. Let p be the trivial representation on P, we wish to determine 
T = Ind,,, p onL2(G). To begin with, we list the irreducible represen- 
tations of N and G; they are well known from, e.g., Kirillov theory or 
the Mackey machine. 
We start with N. Let N, = subgroup of N consisting of elements of 
the form (0, y, z), y and z E R, and let x&O, y, .z) = e2ni(bu+cz), 
rrb,C = IndNO-lN x~,~ . Then if c # 0, rrb,C is irreducible and 7~~,~ N 
7rb’,C’ 0 c = c’. Let 77, = 7r0,, . It will be useful in what follows to 
have a concrete model for nC and specific unitary operators intertwining 
rrC with rrrh,, . A cross section for N,\N is ((t, 0, 0, 0): t E R>. Hence, 
we may realize 7~~ on -P(R), with 
~c(X, y, 4f(f, (40) = f(t + x, y, .z + tr) = f((O, Y, .z + ir)(t + x, (40)) 
= XO,C(O, y, 2 + tr)f(t + x, 0, O), 
or 
--,(X, y, +f(t) = f(t + 4 exp h-+7 + 9~). 
Similarly, 
~b,c(x, y z).f(t) = f(t + x> exp 24by + ~22 + cyt). 
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One can easily verify that ( Ub,f)(t) = f(t + b/c) defines a unitary 
operator U,,, E Hom(nc , R-&. Of course, (Ukif)(t) =f(t -- b/c). 
For every element s E K, ncs ‘v rc ; this is not too hard to see with 
the help of Kirillov theory, or one can find explicit intertwining 
operators. (To find the representations of N explicitly, of course, one 
needs these intertwining operators.) We shall only find such an 
operator for so = e. 2s/2. Then s,, takes (x, y, z) to (-y, X, x - my), and 
the desired operator is 
(off) = 1 c 1-“2f(ct) = 1 c I-1/2 lrn exp(2aictt’)f(t’) dt’. 
--m 
Beyond this, we note simply that y(qJ4 = I and that the Mackey 
obstruction is 0, since H2( T, T) = 0. It follows that for c # 0, each 
7~~ has countably many extensions u~,~ to G. We let u~,~ be one such, 
with a,,,(~,) = vc(sO); then u,,, is given by u,,,(s) = PO, ,,(s), s E K. 
Corresponding to c = 0, we get l-dimensional irredudible repre- 
sentations rrhsb of N(a, b E R) by rrh,,(x, y, z) = exp 27ri(ax + by). The 
nc and =& form a complete set of irreducibles of N. If (a, b) # (0, 0), 
the only element of K commuting with r& is the identity, and 
I I 
Ta,b 3 nu’,b’ are in the same K-orbit o a2 + b2 = a’2 + V2. Thus, 
%=,,,b induces to ud on G, where d = a2 + b2. Finally, if (a, b) = (0, 0), 
I 
“a,b is trivial on N; the r&presentations lying above nisb in G correspond 
to the representations &(s) = sn of K. The u~,~ , ud , and #, exhaust 
the irreducibles of G. 
Now we deal with 7. For this purpose, we need to know about T,, 
on L2(r,\N) first. The explicit decomposition of T,, can be obtained 
from the methods of [I] or [6]; we give some details here. Let r,,, = 
r n N, , and let 700 = Indr,O+N, (p I Too). We know roe on ~2(roo\No), 
since No is Abelian; in fact, Too = @b,CEZ xb,e . Suppose first that c # 0. 
Then we may use [I] to construct intertwinging operators of rb,, with 
To ; in fact, We get 
(l.q,,f)(% Y, 4 = c f(% 0,0)(x, Y, 4 
nsz 
= (reducing by cross-sections to L2(R)) 
nz.f(x + 4 exp 2346~ + cny + 4. 
(We can also get these operators from Section 4 of this paper; matters 
simplify, since H = No .) Now let B,,, = Bi,,- U,,, ; 
U%,JXX, y, 4 = 1 exp 277$by + cny + czlf(x + 11 + WC). 
nez 
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It is clear now (and theory also tells us this) that B,,, = B,t,, 
iff b - b’ is divisible by c; that is, we get distinct B,,, for 
b = 0, l,..., 1 c 1 - 1. Thus, the multiplicity of 7rc in 7s is 1 c I. But we 
get a bit more. If, say, f~ C”“(W), then Bbscf is continuous, and all 
nonzero terms in the Fourier expansion of (Bb,e f )(0, y, 0) are - b 
modulo c. Thus, we have a way of separating these representations. Let 
ICI-1 
X& = Range Bb,, C LP(I’&V), and let H, = @ Zbsc. 
b=O 
According to Sections 2 and 3, we need to know about the represen- 
tation &’ of NT on Xc given by (&‘(w)f)(w’) = f(w’w)i we have to 
write X,’ as qc @ .$. To see how X,’ behaves, we really need to know 
about it on I’ n K, and hence we may concentrate on the operator 
&‘(Q), s0 = eni/ = i. Let q~ E X0,, ; y = Bo,ef, say, and assume f 
is nice. Then 
and 
9-k y, 4 = n;z exp WRY + 4 f(x + 4, 
(h’(so) 9(x, Y, 4 = cp((G Y, 4 * so) = dG1(% Y> z)so) = 94--Y> x9 z - XY), 
since v lives on P\G; thus, 
(~(sobP, Y, 0) = 2 f(n - y) = 2 j(n) exp(2?riny), 
na noz 
by Poisson summation. From this and our earlier remark, the projec- 
tion of X(S,)~JI on Z& , evaluated at (0, y, 0), is Cn.Ebmodc.(n) e2rtag. 
Now let vb’ = Bb,,cf. Then, similarly, 
h’(sO) P)b’(O, y, O) = %‘(-y, O, O) = c .f@ - y + “/c) 
nez 
= Ef(n) exp 2&(y - V/c), 
and so the projection of h’(s,) I&,’ on && , evaluated at (0, y, 0), is 
En-bmodc 3(n) exp 2+z(y - b’/ c ) , or exp(--2&b’/c) times the projec- 
tion of h’(s) F on 9Z&. 
Next, 
(&.cllc(So)f)f)(X~ Y, x> 
= ( zl exp 2d(cz + cv + by)P(cx + 02 + @) I c F2; 
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on (0, y, 0), this is 1 c 1-lj2 CnoZ exp 27~iy(c1z + b)f(cn + b). Now it 
is clear that if we write X,’ = qe @ 5, then .&s,,), with respect to our 
given decomposition, is the matrix .$(~a),,,, = 1 c I-ij2 exp(-2&Z//c). 
This last matrix is the matrix for Fourier transforms on the cyclic 
group of order 1 c 1, and its eigenvalues are, therefore, fourth roots of 1. 
Computing them all leads to various questions about Gaussian sums in 
number theory. 
Suppose 9 (0 < K < 3) is an eigenvalue of multiplicity j,,, . 
Then the results of Section 3 (plus the obvious decomposition of the 
appropriate piece of g2(K)) says that o~,~ appears with multiplicity 
jc,k if n = k mod 4. 
The analysis for the ud uses only the methods of [l], since H = N. 
One sees that ‘So appears in 7 o d is a sum of two integral squares, and 
the multiplicity is 2 (number of ways of writing d as a sum of 
2 squares). In counting this number, (fx, fy), (-+y, &-x) are distinct 
(unless, of course, x = fy or one of X, y is 0). And finally, a simple 
analysis shows that those z,& with 4 1 n appear in 7, each with multi- 
plicity 1. 
J. Brezin has obtained equivalent results on this decomposition; I
do not know if they have been published. 
6 
This section contains a reciprocity theorem vaguely related to some 
results of the previous sections; it may also be of some independent 
interest. We switch notation somewhat. Let 7~ be an irreducible 
representation of G on a Hilbert space 9T . We define $- to be the 
(dense) subspace of Pr spanned by vectors of the form r(f) n(g) t+, 
where ZIP E X, , f~ P(G), and g E C,(g), so that G and P(G) act 
on A, and we give it the weakest topology which makes x -+ V(X)V 
and f + r(f)~ continuous functions on G, Ll(G), respectively, for 
any z, E #n . The relative topology from .% has these properties, and 
in this topology the 5P(G)-orbit of any nonzero v E $r is dense and 
4.0~ = JGf( 1 ( 1 d x v x v x in the strong sense; hence, these two state- 
ments also hold for the weakest topology. (The latter lets us inter- 
change integrals and linear functionals later.) Let 9r be the vector 
space of continuous conjugate linear functionals on $r , with the 
weak topology (pointwise convergence). Z* imbeds in Yw by letting 
w E #V correspond to the functional v -+ (w, v), v E fn . This map is 
obviously continuous from the weak topology on sfl , and a fortiori 
from the strong topology; it is an injection because $;r is dense in 
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se* . If VI ,..., v, are linearly independent and czl ,..., 0~~ are complex 
numbers, then w E 2 with (w, v~) = olj , 1 < j < n; hence, Zw is 
dense in TV . (We shall generally identify ZV with its image in & .) 
If A = %- -+ XT takes $= to fn continuously, its adjoint A* is defined 
in TV ; and easy check shows that A- [ Xn = A*, the usual adjoint. 
In particular, (7~(x)-l)” = n”(x) is defined for each x E G, and 
?T”(x)j sg = n-(x). 
Let p be a l-dimensional representation of the discrete cocompact 
subgroup I’C G, and let T = Indr,, p. From 2 = X7 we form 
$ = $,andY = q, roughly as above; f is spanned by vectors of 
the form I T(g) v,, , where f E Z’(G), g E C,(G), and v. lies in an 
irreducible subspace of X. Because we may always take finite sums, 
we can weaken this slightly. Write T = @ noa, where each n,o, 
where each n, < co, and let X, be the space where T acts like n,o. 
We need require only that v. lie in some X0 . The space # is stable 
under PO , the projection onto a. In fact, if X = X, , n = n, , then 
x=x&p@x~, where 7 acts like 7r on each Xi . As in Section 
3, we can find partial isometries Vii : Xj -+ Xi , with Uiiii = projec- 
tion on Xi and Ui.jUj, = Ui, , such that the Uii intertwine the 
actions of 7 on the pi . 2 is stable under these maps, and it is not 
hard to check that the 72; , PO- are all defined and continuous. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let r be CCR, and let V,, = subspace of Fz con- 
sisting of vectors q~ with n”(y)p, = p(y)?, y E r. Then dim V, = n, . 
Proof. Define S E 2 by S(v) = v(e). This makes sense, since 
2V, is a space of functions on G and elements of y7 are continuous; 
it is also easy to check that S is continuous. The functional Si = Ui:, S 
is # 0, since Ut<(6)v = S( U,(v); if Si = 0, then S(v) = 0 for all 
v E Xi , or v(e) = 0, v E xi . But since V(X) = (T(X)V)(e), this says 
that Xi = 0. 
Because v(yx) = p(y) V(X) if v E 9 and y E r, T"(~)S = p(y)S; as 
Pz commutes with the TV, T”(y) Si = p(y) Si . Let x, = yi, and 
let Ei = U; Si . Then pi ,..., Ed are elements of V, . They are linearly 
independent. For suppose that ar~i + *** + OASES = 0; then for any 
~1 E $,, , (6, + **. + S,)& qU,,v) = 0. If some CQ # 0, then 
xi CQU$, is a nonzero map of Z, + X which intertwines the actions 
of T. It thus takes $ n x1 to a (nonclosed) T-invariant subspace 
of X, and we have 0 = S(Ci a,Ui, = xi ai(U,,v)(e). As above, this 
implies that the image of xi ~iU,, is 0, a contradiction. Thus the l i 
are linearly independent, and dim V, >, n. 
Conversely, suppose that y E V, . Define A, : $= .+ &? by 
(&v)(x) = (~v(~)-‘~)(v) = q(r(x))v. By hypothesis, A,v is a con- 
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tinuous function on G, and the assumption about v implies that 
W4(r4 = P(Y) 4&+ H ence A,v E Z. Moreover, T(X) A,v = 
A,v(x)w. Hence, if g E .9’(G), r(g) A,a = A,r(g)v; this is because 
linear functionals commute with integrals. 
Let w = A,v. If g E 9l(G) is such that r(g)v = 0, then T(g) = 0. 
That is, the left ideal 9 of functions taking z, to 0 is C Y, the left ideal 
of functions taking w to 0. Let .& , J$’ be the largest 2-sided ideals in 
9, $‘, respectively; Y0 C $O’. But 90 = Ker 7, since the orbit of zi 
is dense in XV . Also, rr is CCR, and thus closed in G. Hence 90 
is maximal as a primitive 2-sided ideal, or eYO = 90’. Moreover, 
7 / Range A, must be a multiple of rr (because n is closed in G). Thus 
7~ occurs in r, and we may let Xfl = Y1 . 
We have A,v = w1 + **. + w, , where w, E X, , since A,v E X. 
If v(~)v = 0, th en we must have I wi = 0, 1 < i < n, since 
r(f) A,s = 0. But r(f) runs over all the compact operators on X, 
and it is clear that if zlr , ~1~ are linearly independent elements of SP,, , 
then there is a compact operator on S(r) killing q but not n2. 
Thus wr must be a multiple of o, and similarly wi must be a multiple 
of U,,V. Hence 38j(l < i < n) with A,(n(f)~) = Cf &Uiln(f)~, 
f E 9’(G). However, Uj, = Aaj . Thus we have q~ = CjltEr /3j~1 on a 
dense set in ,$r . It follows that pl = C &q , and we are done. 
NOTES 
1. The hypothesis that r be CCR is not too critical, since only 
CCR representations can possibly occur in 7. 
2. The complex conjugates are a mild nuisance. They seem to 
appear because I use conjugate linear functionals, a device to embed 
SW in Yn more easily. 
3. One can make up similar theorems with spaces other than 
yS ; $= is convenient because it is closed under the action of 9’(G) 
and $ contains continuous functions. 
4. The connection with the rest of the paper is as follows: Let 
G = N. The operators r)(y), y E r, , act on yW , and hence on Y= ; 
moreover, they take V to itself. It is not too hard to check that the 
q”(r) corresponds (except for complex conjugates) to the decom- 
position of X under NT. 
5. There is clearly a generalization of Theorem 6.1 to the case of 
finite-dimensional p, with a similar proof. However, the statement 
seems much less pleasant. 
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